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Discover amazing dinosaurs, and other incredible pre-historic creatures that lived
along side them, in this beautifully illustrated fold-out book. Then, turn over to find
out when they all lived, with fascinating facts about their habitats, what they ate
and when and how they eventually died out. Illustrations: Full colour throughout
Return to the dazzling world of Revelation Space with this British Science Fiction
Award-winning space opera about a young man hell-bent on revenge on the
surface of a twisted, disease-corrupted planet. The once-utopian Chasm City -- a
domed human settlement on an otherwise inhospitable planet -- has been
overrun by a virus known as the Melding Plague, capable of infecting any body,
organic or computerized. Now, with the entire city corrupted -- from the people to
the very buildings they inhabit -- only the most wretched sort of existence
remains. For security operative Tanner Mirabel, it is the landscape of nightmares
through which he searches for a lowlife postmortal killer. But the stakes are
raised when his search brings him face to face with a centuries-old atrocity that
history would rather forget. One of Locus and Science Fiction Chronicle's "Best
SF Novels of the Year"
Journey through more than 100 key moments with the incredible history of
Massachusetts' timeline
Build your own timeline of all of Shakespeare's plays with this amazing sticker
book that brings his thirty-eight dramas to life! Created in association with The
Shakespeare Birthplace Trust and set in London's iconic Globe Theatre, this
totally unique, amazing timeline stickerbook has 100 peel-off stickers of the
colourful characters from Shakespeare's life and times. Beautifully illustrated and
hugely engaging, the 1.7-metre-long timeline has captioned, white silhouettes
showing where to place your stickers to help you build your own Shakespearean
drama. Perfect for children 3-7 years old.
The Incredible Story of Planet Earth from the Big Bang to the Present Day
From the Dawn of Life to the Present Day
The Nature Timeline Wallbook: Unfold the Story of Nature - From the Dawn of
Life to the Present Day
A History of the Timeline
The Complete Story of the Planet, Life and People from the Big Bang to the
Present Day
The Future of Third Dimensional Earth and Fifth Dimensional Terra
The Geologic Time Scale 2012, winner of a 2012 PROSE Award
Honorable Mention for Best Multi-volume Reference in Science
from the Association of American Publishers, is the framework
for deciphering the history of our planet Earth. The authors
have been at the forefront of chronostratigraphic research and
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many years, and the charts in this book present the most up-todate, international standard, as ratified by the International
Commission on Stratigraphy and the International Union of
Geological Sciences. This 2012 geologic time scale is an
enhanced, improved and expanded version of the GTS2004,
including chapters on planetary scales, the Cryogenian-Ediacaran
periods/systems, a prehistory scale of human development, a
survey of sequence stratigraphy, and an extensive compilation of
stable-isotope chemostratigraphy. This book is an essential
reference for all geoscientists, including researchers,
students, and petroleum and mining professionals. The
presentation is non-technical and illustrated with numerous
colour charts, maps and photographs. The book also includes a
detachable wall chart of the complete time scale for use as a
handy reference in the office, laboratory or field. The most
detailed international geologic time scale available that
contextualizes information in one single reference for quick
desktop access. Gives insights in the construction, strengths,
and limitations of the geological time scale that greatly
enhances its function and its utility. Aids understanding by
combining with the mathematical and statistical methods to
scaled composites of global succession of events. Meets the
needs of a range of users at various points in the workflow
(researchers extracting linear time from rock records, students
recognizing the geologic stage by their content).
A visual guide to the way the world really works Every day,
every hour, every minute we are bombarded by information - from
television, from newspapers, from the internet, we're steeped in
it, maybe even lost in it. We need a new way to relate to it, to
discover the beauty and the fun of information for information's
sake. No dry facts, theories or statistics. Instead, Information
is Beautiful contains visually stunning displays of information
that blend the facts with their connections, their context and
their relationships - making information meaningful,
entertaining and beautiful. This is information like you have
never seen it before - keeping text to a minimum and using
unique visuals that offer a blueprint of modern life - a map of
beautiful colour illustrations that are tactile to hold and easy
to flick through but intriguing and engaging enough to study for
hours.
In a future where most people have computer implants in their
heads to control their environment, a boy meets an unusual girl
who is in serious trouble.
Our critically acclaimed smash hit Cartographies of Time is now
available in paperback. In this first comprehensive history of
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time, authors Daniel Rosenberg and
Anthony Grafton have crafted a lively history featuring fanciful
characters and unexpected twists and turns. From medieval
manuscripts to websites, Cartographies of Time features a wide
variety of timelines that in their own unique ways, curving,
crossing, branching, defy conventional thinking about the form.
A fifty-four-foot-long timeline from 1753 is mounted on a scroll
and encased in a protective box. Another timeline uses the
different parts of the human body to show the genealogies of
Jesus Christ and the rulers of Saxony. Ladders created by
missionaries in eighteenth-century Oregon illustrate Bible
stories in a vertical format to convert Native Americans. Also
included is the April 1912 Marconi North Atlantic Communication
chart, which tracked ships, including the Titanic, at points in
time rather than by their geographic location, alongside littleknown works by famous figures, including a historical chronology
by the mapmaker Gerardus Mercator and a chronological board game
patented by Mark Twain. Presented in a lavishly illustrated
edition, Cartographies of Time is a revelation to anyone
interested in the role visual forms have played in our evolving
conception of history
Timeline
Changing Ecosystems
From the Big Bang to the Present Day; 14 Billion Years on One
Amazing Timeline!
Twenty-One Discoveries that Changed Science and the World
The Stickerbook Timeline Collection
The Science Timeline Wallbook
The What on Earth? Timeline CollectionSix Tremendous TimelinesWhat on Earth
Wallbook Series
Describes how the different life environments on Earth thrive and change,
including both gradual climate and geologic changes as well as local, short-term
changes to the ecology such as a fire, volcanic eruption, or invasive species.
Unfold the story of nature--from the dawn of life to the present day! Created in
association with the American Museum of Natural History.
In What on Earth Happened?, Christopher Lloyd tells our story from the very
beginning of time to the present day, taking giant narrative leaps across
millennia and continents. Along the way, he explains exactly how Muslim
conquest gave Spain its paella, how the Earth's collision with another young
planet created the moon, how dragonflies the size of seagulls emerged out of the
prehistoric waters, and how the Big Bang can be detected in your television.
Accessible and endlessly entertaining, this massive book draws on disciplines
as wide-ranging as astrophysics and anthropology and will appeal to experts,
amateur enthusiasts and the simply curious alike. Completed by 250 colourful
photographs, maps, historic paintings, engravings and specially commissioned
illustrations, What on Earth Happened? takes an entertaining and informed
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sideways look at the last 13.7 billion years in the life of our universe. Do you
know What on Earth Happened? Test your knowledge of the earth in a five
minute quiz at www.whatonearthhappened.com
The World Without Us
The Future of Another Timeline
Unfold the Story of Inventions--From the Stone Age to the Present Day!
The Origins of the Universe for Dummies
Cartographies of Time
The What on Earth? Wallbook of Science and Engineering
Unfold the history of the universe--from the big bang to the present day! Created in
association with the American Museum of Natural History.
Do you want to learn about the physical origin of the Universe, but don’t have the rest
of eternity to read up on it? Do you want to know what scientists know about where you
and your planet came from, but without the science blinding you? ‘Course you do – and
who better than For Dummies to tackle the biggest, strangest and most wonderful
question there is! The Origins of the Universe For Dummies covers: Early ideas about
our universe Modern cosmology Big Bang theory Dark matter and gravity Galaxies and
solar systems Life on earth Finding life elsewhere The Universe’s forecast
Build your own timeline, and unfold the giant story of sport, with this amazing
stickerbook! This totally unique timeline stickerbook has 94 peel-off stickers of sporting
personalities and events. Together, they tell the unique story of sport, from the first
Olympics in 776 BC to London 2012. Beautifully illustrated and hugely engaging, the
1.7-metre-long timeline has captioned, white silhouettes showing where to place your
stickers. Perfect for children 3-7 years old.
This fourth book in the Essence Path series, "Timeline Collapse and Universal
Ascension: The Future of Third Dimensional Earth and Fifth Dimensional Terra,"
continues an extraordinary journey into higher levels of spiritual guidance, awakening
and the metaphysical world. The first part of the two-part book provides detailed
information concerning the collapse and regeneration of the current Third Dimensional
timeline on Earth. It details predictions of major world events, including the advent and
aftermath of World War III as well as other cataclysmic global transformations seen to
occur on the future timeline of Earth between now and the year 2569. It also gives
insight into why there is a widening rift on Earth between those Souls destined to
continue incarnating in lifetimes on Third Dimensional Earth and those destined to
Ascend to a Fifth Dimensional version of Earth known as the planet Terra. Part Two of
the book opens an unprecedented window into the ongoing Ascension of Human
Angelic Souls to higher dimensional fields and provides a first look at lifetimes and
galactic events seen on the future timeline of the Fifth Dimensional planet Terra.Almost
two decades of telepathic work has led to the astounding revelations compiled in the
Essence Path series. Like the first three books in the Essence Path series,
"Discovering Your Essence Path" Books One and Book Two and "The System Lords
and the Twelve Dimensions," the latest book in the series, "Timeline Collapse &
Universal Ascension: The Future of Third Dimensional Earth and Fifth Dimensional
Terra," continues a riveting journey into the multi-dimensional nature of the Universe
and the Soul, providing new and unique levels of higher spiritual guidance and
awakening.
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From Bacteria to Humanity: the Story of Life on Earth in One Epic Timeline!
Fold-Out Dinosaur Timeline
A Visual History of Our World
Information is Beautiful
Unfold the Story of Nature--From the Dawn of Life to the Present Day!
Timeline Collapse & Universal Ascension

Presents a six-foot timeline of scientific discoveries and inventions, along with a copy of
"The Wallbook Chronicle," featuring stories of breakthroughs, notable scientists, and
inventions.
“A revolution is happening in speculative fiction, and Annalee Newitz is leading the
vanguard."--Wil Wheaton From Annalee Newitz, founding editor of io9, comes a story of
time travel, murder, and the lengths we'll go to protect the ones we love. 1992: After a
confrontation at a riot grrl concert, seventeen-year-old Beth finds herself in a car with her
friend's abusive boyfriend dead in the backseat, agreeing to help her friends hide the body.
This murder sets Beth and her friends on a path of escalating violence and vengeance as
they realize many other young women in the world need protecting too. 2022: Determined to
use time travel to create a safer future, Tess has dedicated her life to visiting key moments in
history and fighting for change. But rewriting the timeline isn’t as simple as editing one
person or event. And just when Tess believes she's found a way to make an edit that actually
sticks, she encounters a group of dangerous travelers bent on stopping her at any cost. Tess
and Beth’s lives intertwine as war breaks out across the timeline--a war that threatens to
destroy time travel and leave only a small group of elites with the power to shape the past,
present, and future. Against the vast and intricate forces of history and humanity, is it
possible for a single person’s actions to echo throughout the timeline? Praise for The Future
of Another Timeline: "An intelligent, gut-wrenching glimpse of how tiny actions, both
courageous and venal, can have large consequences. Smart and profound on every
level.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) "You close the book reeling with questions about
your own life and your part in changing the future."—Amy Acker, actress (Angel and
Person of Interest) At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
The versatile mini edition is just like the larger, critically acclaimed original edition but it fits
snugly into the palm of a hand, and includes a multiple choice quiz in back and a handheld
magnifier With more than 1,000 illustrations, this remarkable book tells the complete story
of natural history from the formation of the Earth to the latest breakthroughs in
evolutionary science. On one side the 4.5 billion year timeline presents a unique illustrated
guide to the past, cleverly linking subjects together from asteroids to algae. Streams of color
represent key themes, including land, sea, and sky, and provide a backdrop to all the major
events of natural history. On the reverse side a second timeline identifies the people behind
the science and highlights key moments in the understanding of natural science from Aristotle
to the present day. Perfect for younger readers but also relevant to all ages, this
comprehensive, accessible, and versatile wallbook is the first ever attempt to illustrate the
entire history of nature and natural science on a single piece of paper. This postcard-sized
edition also contains a new mind-boggling 100-question multiple choice quiz on the
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back—the answers can all be found somewhere on the timeline.
Take a trip through the history of the world, planet and universe! Totally unique, this
amazing timeline stickerbook has 114 stickers that help bring the giant story to life.
Beautifully-illustrated and hugely engaging, the 5.5-foot long timeline features captioned
white silhouettes on which to place your stickers and build the big picture of the moments,
people and events that have shaped the story of mankind. Described by the Telegraph as
being "truly impressive", the stickerbook of Big History gives any child (or adult!) the
framework and structure they need to make sense of how humankind has progressed. It also
makes a wonderful wall display!
The What on Earth? Wallbook Timeline of Nature
The Big History Timeline Stickerbook
A Century of Nature
Fold-Out Timeline of Planet Earth
The Illustrated Timeline of the Universe
From woolly mammoths to world wars
The Wallbook Timeline Collection contains three hardback timeline titles
created in association with the American Museum of Natural History.
Unfold the biggest moments in nature, science and history with this
amazing 3-book boxed set of the most visually stunning timelines of earth's
story ever designed. Each volume in the collection includes a two-metre
fold-out timeline with key moments marked by pictures and captions. An
easy-to-read chronicle (written in the form of newspaper articles), a page
of letters to the editor, and a fifty question quiz completes the story in
each book. Unlike anything ever produced before, these visual timelines
are perfect for 6-14 year olds, and knowledge lovers of any age! The Nature
Timeline Wallbook was created in association with the Natural History
Museum and The Science Timeline Wallbook was created in association
with the Science Museum.
A study of what would happen to Earth if the human presence was removed
examines our legacy for the planet, from the objects that would vanish
without human intervention to those that would become long-lasting
remnants of humankind.
#1 New York Times Bestseller Oprah's Book Club Selection The
“extraordinary . . . monumental masterpiece” (Booklist) that changed the
course of Ken Follett’s already phenomenal career—and begins where its
prequel, The Evening and the Morning, ended. “Follett risks all and comes
out a clear winner,” extolled Publishers Weekly on the release of The Pillars
of the Earth. A departure for the bestselling thriller writer, the historical
epic stunned readers and critics alike with its ambitious scope and gripping
humanity. Today, it stands as a testament to Follett’s unassailable
command of the written word and to his universal appeal. The Pillars of the
Earth tells the story of Philip, prior of Kingsbridge, a devout and
resourceful monk driven to build the greatest Gothic cathedral the world
has known . . . of Tom, the mason who becomes his architect—a man
divided in his soul . . . of the beautiful, elusive Lady Aliena, haunted by a
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a struggle
between good and evil that will turn
church against state and brother against brother. A spellbinding epic tale
of ambition, anarchy, and absolute power set against the sprawling
medieval canvas of twelfth-century England, this is Ken Follett’s historical
masterpiece.
Chasm City
A Novel
The History of Massachusetts from Earliest Times to the Present Day
The Geologic Time Scale 2012 2-Volume Set
The Nature Timeline Stickerbook
A Brief History of Life on Earth
The story of life on earth unfolds in dramatic fashion in this amazing concertina picture book
that takes readers from 4.6 billion years ago to the present day. It's difficult to grasp the
enormous changes life on Earth has undergone since it first came into existence, but this
marvelously illustrated book makes learning about our planet's fascinating history easy and
entertaining. In an accordion style, the series of pages take readers through every major
geological period, with bright artwork and detailed drawings. Opening on lava-filled oceans
and smoking volcanoes, the book unfolds, era by era, to show how life evolved from tiny
protozoa and crustaceans to dinosaurs and mammals. Fully expanded to 8 meters (26 feet), this
spectacular visual timeline is a very impressive panorama that reveals evolution in all its glory.
Each page is brimming with illustrations that readers will turn to again and again. A
celebration of life, this extraordinary and beautiful book illuminates the history of Earth for
young readers in an unforgettable and delightful way.
Unlike any other book or activity book, the Nature Timeline Stickerbook tells the 4 billion year
story of life on our planet on a scientifically-accurate 5.5-foot long timeline that unfolds from
the book and features white silhouettes on which the 104 re-positionable stickers can be placed.
Use it on a table, spread it on the floor or hang it on the wall; wherever it is displayed this handdrawn, visually rich timeline is hugely engaging and packed full of incredible creatures, plants
and organisms.
EXPERIENCE THE AMAZING plays of William Shakespeare on a laminated 10-foot timeline
wallchart set in the iconic Globe Theatre. Each one of the thirty-eight plays includes a succinct
plot summary, three key dramatic moments, cast members, and famous quotes. The timeline on
the bottom describes key events during the life of Shakespeare and around the world. This giant
edition is specially designed to be unfolded and stuck up on a wall and makes a spectacular
display for any library, bedroom, classroom, or anywhere curious people dwell. What on Earth?
Posterbooks are fully laminated to give them extra durability and are easy to mount on a wall.
Developed in partnership with The Shakespeare Birthplace Trust.
Timeline explores Earth from the time of the Big Bang through to the threats of climate change.
Wallbook Timeline Collection
A Trio of Fascinati
The What on Earth? Wallbook Timeline of Big History
The Pillars of the Earth
The Big History Timeline Wallbook
A collection of photographs and illustrations that describe the
events and discoveries of astronomy and outer space.
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in the comfort of your own home!
Journey through time and discover how some of the world's greatest
events unfolded. From the Big Bang all the way through to the
digital age, this incredible visual encyclopedia for children shows
you just about everything that has ever happened in history. Witness
history come alive as you travel through more than 130 stunning
timelines. Packed with fantastic photographs and illustrations,
along with informative text and fun facts. The history book covers
the rise and fall of empires to ground-breaking scientific
breakthroughs and inventions that changed our lives. This
educational book is an imaginative way of illustrating world history
for children age 8 and over. Throughout the pages, your child will
get to meet the most bloodthirsty pirates of all time and discover
what happened during the storming of the Bastille. It's a fantastic
book for young readers with a natural curiosity about history around
the world. Find your place in the world and understand where you fit
in. Whether you want to discover the history of cinema, fashion,
aviation, or espionage. There is something for everyone in this
glorious guide through global history! The History of Everything...
Ever! This fascinating reference book tells the story of a diverse
range of subjects throughout history in an easily digested graphic
format! After your kids dive into this book, you'll never hear them
use the words "history" and "boring" in the same sentence again.
Take a trip back in time! This history book covers the following eras:
- Prehistory: Before 3000 BCE - The Ancient World: 3000 BCE - 500
CE - The Medieval World: 500 - 1450 - The Age of Exploration: 1450
- 1750 - The Age of Revolution: 1750 - 1914 - The Modern World:
After 1914
The Stickerbook Timeline Collection contains three beautifully
illustrated interactive timelines covering Nature, Big History and
Science. Created in association with the American Museum of
Natural History.
Many of the scientific breakthroughs of the twentieth century were
first reported in the journal Nature. A Century of Nature brings
together in one volume Nature's greatest hits—reproductions of
seminal contributions that changed science and the world,
accompanied by essays written by leading scientists (including four
Nobel laureates) that provide historical context for each article,
explain its insights in graceful, accessible prose, and celebrate the
serendipity of discovery and the rewards of searching for needles in
haystacks.
Feed
The Wallbook Timeline Collection
The What on Earth? Stickerbook Timeline of British History
A Crash Course in Words & Pictures
SHAKESPEARE TIMELINE POSTERBOO
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From the Big Bang to the present day, discover the wonders of our everchanging planet as you fold out this brightly illustrated book. Then turn it over
to find out how, through billions of years of volcanic eruptions, ice ages and
mass extinctions, life on Earth has emerged.
Chart the course of history through the ages with this collection of oversize
foldout charts and timelines. Timeline of World History is a unique work of
visual reference from the founders of the Useful Charts website that puts the
world's kingdoms, empires, and civilizations in context with one another. A
giant wall chart shows the timelines and key events for each region of the
world, and four additional foldout charts display the history of the Americas,
Europe, Asia and the Pacific, and Africa and the Middle East. Packed with maps,
diagrams, and images, this book captures the very essence of our shared
history.
Take a trip back in time more than 2,500 years to the first ever Olympic Games then journey through hundreds of the most extraordinary stories of sport
through to the present day. This unique history of sport includes a two-metre
long fold-out timeline containing more than 1,000 pictures and captions that
tells the story of more than 100 different sports on a spectrum including
fighting, racing and ball games. Trace the origins and histories of all the major
sports, including Olympic champions and world record holders. The Sports
Timeline Wallbook also includes more than 30 newspaper articles, a
50-question quiz and a pocket magnifier. Perfect for 6-14 year olds but equally
fascinating for adults.
The What on Earth? Timeline Collection
Six Tremendous Timelines
The Massachusetts Chronicles
Timeline of World History
The What on Earth? Wallbook of Natural History
Shakespeare Timeline Stickerbook
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